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Due to the inevitable deviations between the results of theoretical calculations and physical experiments, flutter tests and flutter
signal analysis often play significant roles in designing the aeroelasticity of a new aircraft. The measured structural response
from aeroelastic models in both wind tunnel tests and real fight flutter tests contain an abundance of structural information, but
traditional methods tend to have limited ability to extract features of concern. Inspired by deep learning concepts, a novel
feature extraction method for flutter signal analysis was established in this study by combining the convolutional neural network
(CNN) with empirical mode decomposition (EMD). It is widely hypothesized that when flutter occurs, the measured structural
signals are harmonic or divergent in the time domain, and that the flutter modal (1) is singular and (2) its energy increases
significantly in the frequency domain. A measured-signal feature extraction and flutter criterion framework was constructed
accordingly. The measured signals from a wind tunnel test were manually labeled “flutter” and “no-flutter” as the foundational
dataset for the deep learning algorithm. After the normalized preprocessing, the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) of the flutter
test signals are obtained by the EMD method. The IMFs are then reshaped to make them the suitable size to be input to the
CNN. The CNN parameters are optimized though the training dataset, and the trained model is validated through the test
dataset (i.e., cross-validation). The accuracy rate of the proposed method reached 100% on the test dataset. The training model
appears to effectively distinguish whether or not the structural response signal contains flutter. The combination of EMD and
CNN provides effective feature extraction of time series signals in flutter test data. This research explores the connection
between structural response signals and flutter from the perspective of artificial intelligence. The method allows for real-time,
online prediction with low computational complexity.

1. Introduction

Flutter is a destructive aeroelastic instability produced by the
coupling of aerodynamic, inertial, and elastic forces in the
elastic structure of an aeroelastic system. It is important to
clarify the flutter characteristics of the aeroelastic system
through the structural response signal to successfully com-
plete a safe and effective aircraft design. Inherent limitations
of the test environment and conditions give the actual,
measured structural response signal low quality, low signal-
to-noise ratio, modal density, non-stationary process charac-
teristics, and a short window of effectiveness. The structure
response signal and flutter criterion were investigated in this
study from the perspective of signal analysis based on a deep

learning algorithm and empirical mode decomposition
(EMD) method in an effort to remedy these problems.

The most commonly used flutter signal processing
method is damp prediction, where system stability is assessed
by considering flutter as an instability phenomenon and an
appropriate dynamic data model is established for subcritical
test signals. The damping factor of at least one modal
becomes zero when flutter occurs, so the point at which flut-
ter occurs can be predicted by extrapolating the damping fac-
tor observed at different subcritical velocities [1]. The flutter
margin method proposed by Zimmerman and Weissenberg
[2] uses Routh’s criterion to determine system stability con-
ditions; limit point information is then obtained through
sampled data, then a second-order equation describes the
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relationship between the flutter margin and dynamic pres-
sure. Price and Lee [3] effectively analyzed the flutter margin
of a three-degree-of-freedom system, but the calculation is
very complicated and the prediction error increases over
the course of the analysis [4]. Similarly, Matsuzaki and Ando
[5] established an autoegressive moving average model
(ARMA) model using difference equations. After the autore-
gressive term coefficients are obtained through system iden-
tification, the Jury criterion is used to determine the
stability of the system. However, for prediction purposes, this
method is not suitable when the test data is in the subcritical
region [6].

The Piston theory was proposed by Ashley and Zartarian
[7] and has since been applied as an aerodynamic model by
many researchers [8, 9]. Ganji et al. [10] pointed out the lim-
itation of the traditional piston theory at low supersonic
mach numbers and developed an improved piston theory
to analyze the single-degree-of-freedom flutter of a panel.
Cooper et al. [11] developed an envelope function method
which judges system stability according to the shape param-
eters of the impulse response weakening envelope; their
method can be used to predict flutter velocity by extrapola-
tion from shape parameters calculated at different subcritical
velocities. Cooper et al. [12] also developed an online enve-
lope function method based on the online difference equa-
tion. However, this method takes a lot of time to converge
to a stable estimate, giving it low online efficiency.

The aforementioned methods based on system stability
are widely used in actual engineering practice, but they have
significant drawbacks [13]. For example, the accuracy
depends largely on the established model and various factors
including low signal-to-noise ratio in the measured signal
and a nonstationary structural response process. Traditional
methods do not meet the requirements for modern structural
(modal) time-varying aircraft design. Advancements in arti-
ficial intelligence have yielded artificial neural networks with
strong feature extraction capability. Combining artificial
intelligence with traditional flutter signal processing is a
promising potential approach to a highly effective aircraft
design. This paper introduces a data-driven deep learning
method for extracting flutter characteristics from the struc-
tural response signals of aeroelastic models.

Computing power has improved considerably in recent
years, which has led to new innovative technologies in many
field. Song et al. [14] proposed a novel multipopulation par-
allel coevolutionary differential evolution to optimize the
parameters of photovoltaic models and enhance the conver-
sion efficiency of solar energy. Deng et al. [15] combined five
mutation strategies to exploit their respective advantages in
optimizing a differential evolution algorithm. In deep learn-
ing, a quantum-inspired differential evolution algorithm
[16] with better global search ability was designed to update
the parameters of deep belief network (DBN).

The convolutional neural network (CNN) is mainly used
to process data in two-dimensional space such as images. The
CNN works by deploying convolution and pooling opera-
tions to extract the input two-dimensional data features
and ultimately to classify differently labeled data through
the fully connected layer. Previous researchers have used

the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and CNN to extract
features and classify flutter signals [17]. The time series of the
flutter signal can be transformed by the STFT to obtain a time-
frequency diagram. The time-frequency diagram is then input
to the CNN, which performs feature extraction and classifica-
tion. This combination has proven somewhat effective;
however, the STFT has some notable drawbacks [18]:

(i) The Heisenberg-Gabor’s uncertainty principle
induces Δf · Δt ≥ 1/4π, so the time-frequency plane
is not capable of both accurate time and frequency
localization

(ii) This representation is not suitable for short dura-
tion/high-frequency and long-duration/low-fre-
quency signals due to the fixed duration of the
window function

The EMD directly performs time series decomposition,
which avoids the STFT constraints. Xiao [19] combined
EMD with CNN for the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings
in offset printing machines. Xie and Zhang [20] calculated
the characteristics of rolling bearing vibration signals by
CNN and EMD and compared the fault classification effects
of different classifiers. Yin et al. [21] classified impulse radio
ultrawide band (IR-UWB) radar signals based on EMD and
CNN for the diagnosis of heart rate abnormalities. Saini
et al. [22] applied EMD to ECG signals for support vector
machine classification for medical diagnosis. Liu et al. [23]
used wavelet packet decomposition, EMD, and artificial neu-
ral networks for wind speed prediction. Qiu et al. [24] com-
bined EMD and deep learning to predict the load demand
of power companies. Semwal et al. [25] applied human health
recovery based on EMD and deep neural networks. The
features of time series calculated by the EMD can indeed be
input to a CNN. Further, Zheng et al. [26, 27] used the
EMD to process flutter signals and successfully extract their
features.

The time series intrinsic mode function (IMF) obtained
by EMD can be input to the CNN to perform feature extrac-
tion and realize signal classification. In this study, flutter test
signal features were extracted based on the CNN from a large
dataset to develop a trained model. The trained model can be
used for the simultaneous monitoring of multichannel mea-
sured signals. The CNN and EMD were combined to process
time series signals for flutter test signal analysis. The struc-
tural response signals markedly differ in the case of flutter
versus when no flutter has occurred. We identified a distinct
flutter signal characteristic based on the literature and our
own analysis [26–28]. At the critical point of flutter, the
dynamic structural response signal is harmonic or divergent
in the time series as per the flutter test mechanism and signal
characteristics. The flutter mode in the frequency domain
tends to be singular, and the energy of the flutter signal sig-
nificantly increases at this point. The CNN extracts features
from the input information through a two-dimensional con-
volution operation, so the IMFs signal obtained by the EMD
of the flutter test signal can be input to the CNN as an array
of two-dimensional elements to extract features and perform
an effective time series signal classification.
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Zheng and Zhang [29] conducted a preliminary study on
flutter signal analysis based on the three-layer back-
propagation network, but no previous researcher has used
CNN-based feature extraction to classify flutter signals or
predict flutter boundaries. This paper proposes a method
for classifying flutter signals using CNN and EMD. It is only
necessary to obtain the IMFs of the flutter signal by the EMD;
the IMF signals can then be resized so that they can be input
to the CNN. The CNN extracts features through a series of
convolution and pooling operations, then implements the
classification using fully connected layers and loss function
calculations.

2. Introduction to Proposed Method

The proposed method is operated in a three-step process.
First, in order to minimize any artificial error arising in the
acquisition of actual wind tunnel test data, the flutter test sig-
nal xðnÞ is subjected to zero-average preprocessing to obtain
the signal yðnÞ; then, yðnÞ is subjected to EMD to obtain its
IMFs. The time series of the flutter test signal is thus decom-
posed into multiple IMFs. The original information of the
time series is saved while the time series is converted into a
two-dimensional space. Next, the IMF signals in these two-
dimensional spaces are reshaped into a two-dimensional
array of suitable size for the CNN input. Finally, the CNN
performs further feature extraction and distinguishes flutter
test signal.

2.1. Flutter Signal Preprocessing. The flutter test signal xðnÞ is
normalized to preprocess the time series (Equation (1)). This
serves to reduce the error in measured flutter wind tunnel test
signals which emerges during the artificial acquisition
process.

y nð Þ = x nð Þ −mean x nð Þð Þ
std x nð Þð Þ , ð1Þ

where meanðxðnÞÞ is the mean of xðnÞ and stdðxðnÞÞ is the
standard deviation of xðnÞ.
2.2. Empirical Mode Decomposition. EMD uses the “screen-
ing” algorithm to decompose the signal into several IMF
components and a remainder. The remainder is the trend
term of the original signal, which is monotonous and
smooth. Each IMF must satisfy the following two conditions:

(1) For the entire time series, the number of time series
extreme value points is equal to the number of times
series crossing the zero point, or at most has a differ-
ence of 1

(2) At any time, the average of the upper envelope con-
sisting of the local maximum and the lower envelope
consisting of the local minimum of the signal is zero

A flow chart of the EMD screening process is shown in
Figure 1.

The algorithm is operated as follows, using the signal
shown in Figure 2 as an example:

(1) Calculate all extreme points (including maxima and
minima)

(2) Interpolating the sequence of maxima and minima
using the cubic square spline function method to
obtain the upper envelopes UðtÞ and lower envelopes
LðtÞ of the signal

(3) Calculate the average envelope, mðtÞ = ðUðtÞ − LðtÞÞ
/2, and extract the details of the signal, cðtÞ = xðtÞ −
mðtÞ. As shown in Figure 3, the black line is the orig-
inal line xðtÞ, the blue line is the upper envelopeUðtÞ,
the red line is the lower envelope LðtÞ, and the pink
line is the average envelope mðtÞ

(4) Determine cðtÞ to judge whether the two conditions
of the IMF are met. If it is satisfied, cðtÞ is the first
IMF recorded as imf1; if it is not satisfied, it is
recorded xðtÞ = cðtÞ and Step 1-4 are repeated until
the condition is met

(5) Let r1 = xðtÞ − imf i,r1 be the signal after the high-
frequency component is removed from the original
signal, which is in essence a new xðtÞ, then repeat
the above steps until the remainder is a monotonic
signal, and the decomposition ends

(6) Decompose xðtÞ into I IMFs and a remainder rIðtÞ,
which is recorded as

x tð Þ = 〠
I

i=1
imf i + rI tð Þ, ð2Þ

Start

Input signal, set c(t)=x(t)

The signal local maximum point generated the
upper envelope U(t), and local minimum point

generated the lower envelope L(t)

Average envelope
m(t)=(L(t)+U(t))/2

c(t)=c(t)-m(t)

Determine
whether to stop

screening

Output c(t),
set x(t)=x(t)-c(t)
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N
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Y

Figure 1: EMD method for screening IMFs.
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where rIðtÞ is the remainder term, representing the average
trend of the signal. The IMF components imf1, imf2, imf3,
⋯, imf I arranged according to the size of the scale, respec-
tively, contain different components of the signal. The IMF
and remainder after EMD are shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, that after initial signal is filtered by
EMD, several IMF components with gradually decreasing
frequency can be obtained. These IMF components contain
the local features of the original signal at different time scales.

2.3. Convolutional Neural Network. The CNN is an efficient
deep learning feature extraction and information fusion
method that has been developed in recent years and garnered
widespread research attention. The CNN includes two basic
calculations. The first is feature extraction, where the input
of each neuron is connected to the local perception field of
the previous layer and the local features are extracted. Once
the local feature is extracted, its positional relationship with
other features is also determined. The second is feature map-
ping. Each computing layer of the network consists of multi-
ple feature maps. Each feature map is a layer, and the layers
have equal weights. The ReLU function is used as the activa-
tion function of the convolution network, so the feature map

has displacement invariance. The neurons on any one map-
ping surface share weights, so there are relatively few free
network parameters. These two operations form the convolu-
tional layer of the CNN. This convolutional layer is followed
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Figure 2: Original signal xðtÞ.
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by a computational layer for local maximum and secondary
extraction, namely, the pooling layer. This unique feature
extraction structure minimizes the feature resolution.

Two sets of four convolutional layers and two pooling
layers were designed for the proposed feature extraction
method. The flutter test signals are classified using a three-
layer fully connected network. The network uses the Adam
optimizer to optimize parameters. Wu and Gu [30] proved
that a dropout layer can improve neural network optimiza-
tion effects and prevent overfitting, so we added a dropout
layer behind the first two fully connected layers. The network
structure is shown in Figure 5.

The CNN system input is the IMFs obtained by the EMD
for the flutter test signals. The two-dimensional data of size
128 × 128@1 is first convolved through the first set of convo-
lutional layers. The filter size of layer C1 is 5 × 5, the output
channel is 6, the stride is 1, and the padding is 2. The feature
layer of size 128 × 128@6 is obtained through the convolu-
tion layer C1. The convolution layer C2 has a filter size of 5
× 5, the output channel is 10, the stride is 1, and the padding
is 2. A feature layer of size 128 × 128@10 is obtained through

the convolution layer C2. A feature layer of 64 × 64@10 is
obtained by max-pooling layer P1 with a filter size of 2 × 2.

The second set of convolutional layers is entered next.
The filter size of the convolutional layer C3 is 3 × 3, the input
channel is 10, the output channel is 14, the stride is 1, and the
padding is 1. After the convolution layer C3 is a 64 × 64@14
feature layer. The convolution layer C4 has a filter size of 3
× 3,the input channel is 14, the output channel is 20, the
stride is 1, and the padding is 1. A feature layer of size 64 ×
64@20 is obtained through the convolution layer C4. The
max-pooling layer P2 with filter size of 2 × 2 then provides
the feature layer of 32 × 32@20. The following three fully
connected layers are 20480 × 1024, 1024 × 512, and 512 × 2,
respectively, which ultimately provide the flutter test signal
result.

3. Flutter Test Datasets

3.1. Data Source. The training and test datasets used in this
study were sourced from a set of aeroelastic model flutter
wind tunnel test data. In the wind tunnel test, the data

Input size
128x128@1

Conv+ReLU Conv+ReLU Conv+ReLU Conv+ReLU Max-Pooling
Max-Pooling

Fully connection
+ReLU
+Dropout

Fully connection
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C3
64x64@14
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Figure 5: CNN architecture.

Figure 6: Sensor positions in aeroelastic model.
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Figure 7: Signal time series when flutter occurs.
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acquisition system sensor of the aeroelastic model was posi-
tioned as shown in Figure 6: Seven strain measurements were
taken from locations marked by blue rectangles (each includ-
ing bending and torsional data) and 26 acceleration sensors
were placed in the locations marked by red dots. Three strain
measuring points were placed at the root of the vertical tail
with another four points at the left and right horizontal tail,
respectively. Two acceleration sensors were arranged on the
rear fuselage. The remaining acceleration sensors were
divided into four groups and arranged across the left hori-
zontal tail, right horizontal tail, left elevator, and right eleva-
tor spanwise.

Original wind tunnel test data were recorded in full dig-
ital form on PXIe series data acquisition cards (American
Virtual Instrument Company). Two sets of PXIe-4331
strain acquisition cards collected strain signals. Strain sig-
nals in one set of acquisition cards were sampled in eight
channels, leaving six channels for the other set of cards.
The strain signals thus had a total of 14 channels. Acceler-
ation signals were sampled by two sets of PXIe-4499 accel-
eration acquisition cards with 16 channels in the first set
and 10 channels in the second set of cards making for a
total of 26 acceleration signals. All experimental data was
acquired in real-time on a software driver in the LabVIEW
environment. We set the basic sampling frequency of the
flutter wind tunnel test to 200Hz as per the relevant
processing requirements and other parameter settings. The
acceleration sensor is a 352C03 model (American PCB
Company), and the strain sensor is a KFH prewire strain
gauge (Omega).

There are 27 different statuses of aeroelastic models in the
flutter wind tunnel test and a 180-steep wind (tunnel) speed.
The excitation can be seen as atmospheric turbulence with
various wind speeds. The data we used for deep learning
was generated from the aeroelastic model described above.
The flutter test data of different states and different speeds
was selected with a data point length is 2048. The flutter test
signals were decomposed into IMFs by EMD algorithm. The
first 8 IMFs reshaped the two-dimensional data into 128 ∗
128 size for input to the CNN. The parameters were trained;
then, the effectiveness and accuracy of the trained CNN
model were evaluated as discussed below.

3.2. Dataset. The acquired structural responded signal from
an aeroelastic model is a time series of strain and accelera-
tion signals. The time series data needs to be converted into
a two-dimensional space to be classified by the CNN. As
explained above, we decomposed the time series into multi-
ple IMFs by the EMD so that the original information could
be saved and to make the original time series suitable for
inputting to the CNN.

A known flutter wind tunnel test signal was first labeled
as one of two states, flutter or no-flutter (Figures 7 and 8),
as an artificial dataset. The first 8 IMFs obtained by the
EMD method (Section 2.2), as shown in Figures 9 and 10,
were selected as the CNN dataset. There are 2048 data points
for each flutter test signal. The 8 IMFs have 2048 × 8 data
points that were reshaped into a two-dimensional array of
128 × 128 for training and test datasets to suit the CNN.

The label “1” indicates flutter and “0” indicates no-flutter.
The total dataset includes 1000 sets of flutter and no-flutter
data (80% for training and 20% for testing).

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, the signal time series when
flutter occurs is markedly different from the no-flutter signal
time series. Figures 9 and 10 show that the EMD results of the
two types of signal are also very different, which meets the
precondition of the proposed method for classifying flutter
test signals.

4. Data Training and Test Results

4.1. Training Model Evaluation Criteria. The CNN model
was trained in the Pytorch deep learning framework. We
used the loss function and accuracy rate as the training and
testing criteria. When the loss function value is minimal
and the accuracy rate is maximal, the parameters have been
effectively optimized and the results of the model are valid.

4.1.1. Training Loss. We used the cross-entropy function
(Equation (3)) to calculate the error between the forward
feedback result of the CNN and the label of the flutter test
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signal. The cross-entropy function value was updated
through the gradient descent and optimization function.

loss ypred, ylabel
� �

= −
1
n
〠
class

ypred ln ylabel + 1 − ypred
� �

ln 1 − ylabelð Þ
h i

,

ð3Þ

where lossðypred, ylabelÞ is the loss function, ylabel represents
the labeled results of the IMFs of flutter signals, ypred is the
CNN output, and class indicates the class to which the label
needs to be divided; in our case, class = ½0, 1�. n denotes the
dimension of the training data.

4.1.2. Accuracy Rate. In the latter stage of the training pro-
cess, the accuracy rates of training datasets are calculated

after each epoch. Flutter versus no-flutter signals are distin-
guished in the IMFs under the current weights and bias of
the CNN. When the loss function is minimal, the weights
and biases can be expended as the values of IMF feature
extractions in the CNN.

Here, the models constituting the CNN architecture and
its parameters were saved for reliability verification. The
accuracy rate was calculated as follows:

acc =
sum ypred == ylabel

� �

N
, ð4Þ

where acc is the accuracy rate, ypred is the output of the flutter
test signal of the CNN, ylabel is the labeled flutter test signal,
the sum function calculates the same number between ypred
of the flutter results output by the CNN and ylabel of the
labeled flutter signals, and N is the dimension of ypred.

4.2. Training and Test Results.According to the requirements
of deep learning algorithms, we used two criteria for the
CNN: the loss function and accuracy rate. The CNN was
trained on the dataset described above. After comparing var-
ious hyperparameters, the hyperparameter was set to 1000
iterations and the learning rate to 0.00001. The loss function
and accuracy rate were optimal when the two dropout layer
parameters were 0.5. The batch size value was set to 100
according to the computer memory and model size. The loss
function and accuracy rate curves were calculated by taking
the average value of each batch size as shown in Figures 11
and 12, respectively.

The loss curve and the accuracy rate curve show that the
loss function drops to a satisfactory value within 100 epochs
and that accuracy ultimately reaches 100%. The two datasets
of four convolution layer convolutions and two pooling
layers appear to have effectively extracted the features of the
flutter test signal IMFs.
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Table 1 lists the calculation results for the 1000th itera-
tion. The reliability and effectiveness of the proposed model
were confirmed by the deep learning training dataset and test
dataset.

4.3. Comparison of Methods.We tested the superiority of our
EMD-CNN method compared to the STFT-CNN [14]. The
input of the CNNmethod is a two-dimensional spatial array.

The STFT-CNNmethod was operated by first performing an
STFT transform on the flutter time series to obtain a spectro-
gram of the time series signal to satisfy the CNN input. The
input size for the STFT-CNN was 32 × 32 in this case. The
flutter data used for training and verification was the same
as the wind tunnel test data for the aeroelastic model
described in Section 3.1. The STFT-CNN method uses two
convolutional layers and two pooling layers to perform fea-
ture extraction and then classifies the data through three fully
connected layers. We used four convolutional layers and two
pooling layers for feature extraction, then completed the clas-
sification with three fully connected layers. The CNN input
for the EMD-CNNmethod was 128 × 128. The accuracy rate
curves of the two methods are shown in Figures 13 and 14.

As shown in Figure 13, although the training accuracy
curve is relatively stable, the test accuracy curve and valida-
tion accuracy curve show significant fluctuations. When the
accuracy of the training set reaches 100%, the accuracy of
the test set and validation set is only between 90% and 95%.
The accuracy curve of the test set reaches its highest level
after 400 epochs. The accuracy curve of the validation set
reaches its highest level after 800 epochs. The accuracy curve
shown in Figure 14 is relatively stable, which indicates that
the proposed network structure can effectively and robustly
extract the features of IMF signals. Both accuracy curves
reach 100% within 200 epochs, suggesting that the proposed
method also has a faster convergence rate during training
than the STFT-CNN.

Table 2 lists the accuracy rates of STFT-CNN and EMD-
CNN after the 1000th iteration. The proposed method shows
less loss and better classification effects than the STFT-CNN.
Our algorithm has two more convolution layers than the
STFT-CNN, which appears to positively impact the feature
extraction effectiveness.

5. Conclusion

A feature extraction method for flutter test signals was devel-
oped in this study based on EMD and CNN. The accuracy
rate of the proposed method was found to reach up to
100%. Compared with the STFT-CNN method, our method
has higher accuracy in fewer iterations. It appears that more
convolution layers are helpful with regard to feature
extraction.

Table 1: Model validation results.

Train Test

Loss value 1.0490417423625331e-07 0.00019828170479740947

Accuracy rate 100% 100%

Unflutter test acc
Flutter test acc Val f acc
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Figure 13: STFT-CNN accuracy curve.
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Figure 14: EMD-CNN accuracy curve.

Table 2: Comparison of two methods.

STFT-CNN EMD-CNN

Training dataset loss 0.016996 1.0490417423625331e-07

Test dataset loss 0.091222 0.00019828170479740947

Accuracy rate 95.5% 100%
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This paper mainly describes our processing method for
transforming flutter test signals into a two-dimensional space
for input to the CNN for feature extraction. The EMD, which
has advantages in nonlinear and nonstationary signal analy-
sis, was chosen as the preliminary feature extraction method
of the time series signal. The IMFs can be transformed to sat-
isfy the two-dimensional convolution operation, so that the
convolution network can effectively extract the features
through the two-dimensional data. This method is feasible
and effective. The CNN training process requires numerous
calculations (a common drawback of neural networks), but
after the training is complete, the network essentially per-
forms only simple matrix operations. Therefore, real-time
online prediction can be achieved with low computational
complexity. This has great significance for ensuring naviga-
tional safety and for accurately monitoring flutter test states
in wind tunnel tests.

In this study, we completed only an initial flutter test sig-
nal classification. It is still necessary to determine how to cal-
culate the modal parameters (e.g., damping of structural
response signals) by the deep learning algorithm. We plan
to further predict the flutter speed through these parameters
in the future as well. The dataset used to evaluate the deep
learning algorithm also had some limitations that may have
caused issues with the universality of the model.

Data Availability

The entire flutter test dataset is excessively large, so only a
part of signals are uploaded to supplementary information
files. The entire dataset used to support the findings of this
study can be available from the second author at
2020201938@mail.nwpu.edu.cn.

Additional Points

Highlights. (i) EMD and CNN are combined to extract fea-
tures from measured flutter test signals and determine
whether or not flutter occurs. (ii) The EMD method is an
adaptive scheme for nonlinear nonstationary time series
analysis. (iii) The data-driven neural network is trained and
tested. (iv) Real-time, online prediction can be achieved with
low computational complexity.
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